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Abstract:- 
 

Due to The increase of using the international network, the multimedia data security becomes the 

most significant factor to protect data. Encryption algorithms are covers some of data security 

requirement like confidentiality, prevent eavesdropping of data and integrity but the others 

requirements like copyright protection and data authentication which can be  satisfy by sharing 

with another security technique which is called digital watermarking. So in this paper, digital 

watermarking and image encryption algorithm based on chaotic map are merging in one system 

to satisfy these objectives. The experimental results show  The proposed scheme has a high 

security and, the correlation coefficients approach to zero(0.008) and high speed(0.5)second  

with good quality of extracted image after decrypted image(37dB). 
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 المستخلص
نهشيادة في اسخخذاو الإَخزَج ، أيُيت بياَاث انٕسائط انًخعذدة أصبحج أْى عايم  نحًايت انبياَاث. خٕارسيياث َخيجت  

انخشفيز حٕفز  بعض يخطهباث أيٍ انبياَاث يثم انسزيت ٔ يُع انخُصج عهٗ انبياَاث ٔ سلايخٓا ٔنكُٓا لا حٕفز يخطهباث أخزٖ 

أخزٖ ْٕٔ يا يسًٗ بانعلايت يًكٍ ححقيقٓا يٍ خلال  انًشاركت يع حقُيت أيُيت انخي ٔ يثم حًايت حق انًؤنف ٔ حٕثيق انبياَاث 

انًائيت انزقًيت . نذا في ْذِ انبحث ، انعلايت انًائيت انزقًيت ٔخٕارسييت حشفيز انصٕرة عهٗ أساص يعادنت انفٕضٗ قذ ديجج 

يعايلاث الارحباط ٌ انُظاو انًقخزح نذيّ أيُيت يخيُت، في يُظٕيت ٔاحذة نخحقيق ْذِ الأْذاف. أظٓزث انُخائج انخجزيبيت بأ

 ( . dB73ذ فك انخشفيز)( ثاَيت يع جٕدة جيذة نهصٕرة انًسخخزجت بع 0.5ٔ سزعت عانيت ) 0.008)حقخزب نهصفز)

 
 
 

1. Introduction 

 The use of public networks  or internet growing rapidly every day and the need to display 

and transmission  multimedia data on these networks become necessary .Multimedia data diffuse in 

different sides of the internet applications like YouTube, Facebook, Electronic Mail  and some of 

these should be private like military data, medical data and video conferencing etc. 

So today's world it is very much essential to secure the data being transmitted over a 

communication channel and this can be accomplished by cryptography or watermarking [1]. 

The basic terminology is that cryptography refers to the science and art of designing ciphers; 

cryptanalysis to the science and art of breaking them; while cryptology, often shortened to just 

crypto, is the study of both. The input to an encryption process is commonly called the plaintext, 

and the output the ciphertext [2].  

Digital watermark is a symbol of ownership in natural and non-natural(document)images to 

verify the identity of its owners and data authentication. The digital data might be images, audios or 

videos and the embedded information could be an image or textual data to verify the owner such as 

the name of the author, signature[3]. 

The main process of the watermarking is similarly as the handwritten signature. It's like paper 

signature and it having the digital certificate using this verifies the identity.  
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According to working domain ,the watermarking techniques can be divided into types  

a) Spatial domain watermarking techniques. 

b) Frequency domain watermarking techniques. 

In spatial domain techniques, the watermark embedding is done on image pixels while in frequency 

domain watermarking techniques the embedding is done after taking image transforms[4] 

Also watermarking techniques can be divided into four types according to the type of document to: 

 Image watermarking  

 Video watermarking  

 Audio watermarking 

 Text watermarking 

Encryption gives techniques for securing the integrity and authenticity of transfer of information. 

Encrypted data cannot be interpreted and need to be decrypted at the receiving end. Therefore, in 

addition to encryption, a Watermarking technique is used for embedding logo or label data to digital 

information being transmitted. These two techniques are complementary rather than overlapping 

and can be combined to increase protection of the message [5]. 

 

2. Chaotic Theory 

Chaotic theory has been established in 1970s from many different research areas, such as physics, 

mathematics, biology and chemistry. Chaos is an inherent property of a class of nonlinear and 

dynamic systems[6]. Chaotic systems have different characteristics. The most important are: 

 Deterministic:   This   means   that   they   have   some   determining mathematical equations 

ruling their behavior. 

 Ergodicity: Statistical measurements of the variables give similar results no matter if they are 

performed over time or space. Put it in another way, the dynamics shows similar statistics when 

measured over time or space. 

 Aperiodicity: The system evolves in an orbit that never repeats on itself, that is, these orbits are 

never periodic  

 Unpredictable and non-linear: This means they are sensitive to initial conditions. even a very 

slight change in the starting point can lead to a significant different outcome. 

 Appear to be random and disorderly but in actual fact they are not. Beneath the random 

behavior, there is a sense of order and pattern[7]. 

 

3. The Relationship Between Cryptography and Chaotic Theory 

Each cryptography systems depends on two concepts which are confusion and diffusion, 

Confusion refers to making the relationship between the key and the ciphertext as complex and 

involved as possible. Diffusion refers to the property that redundancy in the statistics of the 

plaintext is ”dissipated” in the statistics of the ciphertext [8]. Diffusion is associated with the 

dependency of the output bits on the input bits. In a cipher with good diffusion, changing one bit 

should change each output bit with a probability of one half. Due to these concepts there are good 

relationship between chaotic theory and cryptography as shown in Table[1] 
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Table (1) The connection Between Chaos and Cryptography. 
 

 

4. Applications of Digital Watermarking 

 Multimedia represents the backbone of public networks like internet, So digital 

watermarking can be used in different trends specially in multimedia field, some applications of 

watermarks are listed below[9]. 

Copy protection: Digital content can be watermarked to indicate that the digital content cannot be 

illegally replicated. Devices capable of replication can then detect such watermarks and prevent 

unauthorized replication of the content [10]. 

Copyright protection: Digital watermarking can be used to identify and protect copyright 

ownership. Digital content can be embedded with watermarks depicting metadata identifying the 

copyright owners.  

Fingerprinting:  In order to trace the source of illegal copies, the owner can embed different 

watermarking keys in the copies that are supplied to different customers. For the owner, 

embedding a unique serial number-like watermark is a good way to detect customers who break  

their license agreement by copying the protected data and supplying it to a third party.  

Broadcast monitoring: Over the last few years, the number of television and radio channels 

delivering content has notably expanded. And the amount of content flowing through these media 

vehicles continues to grow exponentially. In this highly fragmented and fast changing market, 

knowing the real broadcast reality has become critical for content owners, copyright holders, 

distributors and broadcasters  

Content Archiving: Watermarking can be used to insert digital object identifier or serial number 

to help archive digital contents like images, audio or video. It can also be used for classifying and 

organizing digital contents. Normally digital contents are identified by their file names; however, 

this is a  technique as file names can be easily changed. Hence embedding the object identifier 

within the object itself reduces the possibility of tampering and hence can be effectively used in 

archiving systems [11].   

Meta-data Insertion: Meta-data refers to the data that describes data. Images can be labeled with 

its content and can be used in search engines. Audio files can carry the lyrics or the name of the 

singer. Journalists could use photographs of an incident to insert the cover story of the respective 

news. Medical X-rays could store patient records[11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chaotic 
Characteristic 

Cryptographic 
property 

Description 

Ergodicity 

Mixing property 

Auto-similarity 

Confusion The output of the system 

seems similar for any 

input. 
Sensitivity to initial 

conditions and 

control parameters 

Diffusion A small difference in the 

input produces a very 

different output 
Deterministic Deterministic 

Pseudo randomness 
A deterministic procedure 

that produces pseudo 

randomness 
Complexity Algorithmic 

complexity 

A simple algorithm that 

produces highly complex 

outputs 
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5. Related Works  

 Few approaches have been suggested to merge cryptography with watermarking without 

overlapping in job as listed below. 

 Hama S. Meharwade and…etal.[12]. proposed a joint encryption and watermarking 

technique for images. The encryption algorithm is based on Arnold cat map and S-box substitution 

and the watermarking technique is carried out in the DCT domain. The results show, the 

correlation coefficients is low, immunity against differential attack. 

 Preeti Gupta [13] proposed a blind watermarking technique that uses watermark nesting and 

encryption. Nesting means it embeds an extra watermark into the main watermark and then 

embeds the main watermark into the cover image. For embedding watermarked watermark in 

Cover Image used DWT based technique. It can embed more number of watermark bits in the 

gray scale cover image without affecting the imperceptibility and increase the security of 

watermarks. 

 Mr.Sudhanshu and Ashok A.Ghatol [14] are  proposed Combination of encryption and 

digital watermarking techniques used for security and copyright protection of still image. It used 

advanced encryption standard technique for the security of digital watermark and frequency 

domain technique is used in digital watermarking technique for copyright protection with the help 

of discrete cosine transform. 

 W. Puech and M. Rodrigues[15] are proposed a method that combines image encryption and 

watermarking technique for safe transmission purpose. This method is based on the combination 

of public-private keys and secret key ciphering, and watermarking. 

 Each one of above schemes are determine corresponding to the area of application. In this 

paper, proposed the combined  scheme, the encryption operation depend on chaotic theory to 

satisfy the high protection, decrease the execution time and visible watermarking in spatial domain 

to copy right protection and avoid unauthorized replication of the image. These operations are 

processed without overlapping and complement each other. 

 

6. The Proposed Scheme 

 The cryptography aims to protect data and satisfy confidentially and prevent eavesdropping 

of data but the Watermarking is the process to embedding  data called a watermark for digital 

signature or logo into a multimedia object to purpose of copyright protection and data 

authentication, So in this paper digital image watermarking and cryptography are merging to 

satisfying secrecy, integrity, copyright protection and identity of media ownership. 

 Two techniques have been processed to implement this project. The first one was  

implement watermark  technique by embedding the logo or label in the original or host image and 

the result was image watermarked and then apply. The second step was encrypted image 

watermarked based on 2D nonlinear equations and the result was encrypted image. 

 These operations which occurred in embedding process and encryption process are shown in 

encryption and watermarking model Figure (1). 
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Figure(1): Model for Image Encryption and Watermarking 

 

There are set of steps to embedding  a watermark and encryption image as the following in these 

stages:  

1. Read host or original image (256*256)pixels.  

2. Read watermark image or logo( 32*32)pixels. 

3. Embedding watermark image into top left of original image, the result of this operation is 

watermarked image by using visible watermarking based on this equation: 

 

                   (   )                                                  ……(1)  
 

Where,  Fw= watermarked image , 

 a=constant ,                 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 

If a= 0 then no watermark, If a=1 the  watermark  present  F=original image, W= watermark  image 

[16] 

4. Encryption the watermarked image based on  non- linear equation (2D chaotic standard map), 

two operations are processed in this step  

a) Permutation: To shuffle position of image pixels 

b) Substitution or Diffusion : To change the values of image pixels. 
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Where (xk , yk) and (xk+1 , yk+1) is the original and the permuted pixel position of an N × N image 

respectively. Where n is the image width and height, (rx , ry) is a random scan couple, and 

standard map parameter Kc is a positive integer[17]. 
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5. The output of this procedure  is a cipher watermarked image. 

In the side of decryption and extraction of watermarked image ,the above operations will be 

occurred but in the inverse direction as shown in Figure (2) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(2): Model for Image Decryption and Extraction Watermark 

 

 

7. Evaluation And Experimental Results 

 To evaluate any scheme, there are different criteria and different cases to test any system. 

When  we are merge watermarking  with image cryptography system and the results as shown in 

Figure (3) then the criteria must be related to these fields. So these criteria are( processing time, 

Key space, correlation coefficient and the watermarking quality, capacity of watermark). Many 

images are tested like(cameraman, Freedom square, Karbala university, Airplane, Lena) and 

different logos and  labels as watermark. The scheme was implemented under programing language 

(VB 2008).  
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(3) Watermarked  image                                            (4) Cipher image 

(1) Karbala Uni. Image                          (2)Watermark Logo Image       

(5)Decryption of  watermarked image 

Figure (3): plain image (Karbala Uni. image) (1), Logo image(2), watermarked image(3), 

cipher image(4), Decrypted image(5). 
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A. Processing Time  

 The system included two operations, watermark operation and encryption operation 

therefore there is delay time when process each one. The execution time of these operations are 

shown in Table (2), Whenever the number of iterations in the encryption operation= 10 Rounds. 
 

Table(2): The processing time of embedding and encryption operations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The speed of  data security scheme represents the most significant criterion specially when 

the security is related to multimedia security  at  online application  which need to increase the 

speed of  scheme based on fast algorithms. From the above table , we observe the total execution 

time for  these operations is less than (1 second ) therefor the scheme is suit for different 

applications like real time application. 

B. Correlation Coefficient 
 A correlation determines the relationship between two variables.  In other words, correlation 

is a measure that computes degree of similarity between two variables. Correlation coefficient is a 

useful measure to judge encryption quality of any cryptosystem[18]. Correlation coefficient is 

useful to  evaluate and judge the  quality for any scheme, the scheme appear to random and hide the 

properties of image when the correlation between the adjacent pixels is approach to zero   .  

 If encrypted image and plaintext image are completely different then their corresponding 

correlation coefficient must be very low, or very close to zero. The correlation coefficient of the 

pixel pair is then calculated as in equation (3) 

 

 

,
)()(

),cov(

yDxD

yx
rxy 

                                                               …….(3) 

                                                   

 Where  x and y represent gray-scale values of two pixels in the same place in the plaintext 

and cipher text images. D(x) is variance at pixel value x in the plaintext image and  Cov(x,y) is 

covariance at pixels x and y for both the plain-image and the cipher image.  

Tables (3) represents the correlation coefficient for watermarked  image  and cipher watermarked 

image. Figure (4) shows the difference between correlation values before and after processing. 

 

 

Images 

Processing Time(SEC) 

Embedding 

Watermark Time Encryption Time The Total Time 

Karbala uni. 0.25 0.28 0.57 

Lena 0.25 0.31 0.56 

Airplane 0.12 0.26 0.38 

Cameraman 0.11 0.27 0.38 
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Table (3) Correlation coefficient for watermarked image and cipher watermarked image 

 

Images  

Vertical Horizontal Diagonal 

Plain 

image 

Cipher 

image 

Plain 

image 

Cipher 

image 

Plain 

image 

Cipher 

image 

Karbala Uni. 0.983 0.00923 0.9367 0.00832 0.9563 0.0075 

Lena 0.9643 0.00955 0.9506 0.01711 0.9353 0.0231 

Airplane 0.9221 0.00759 0.9353 0.01275 0.8832 0.0234 

Cameraman 0.9728 0.00581 0.9498 0.00864 0.8925 0.0114 

 

 

Figure (4): The difference values between correlation coefficients (Vertical) 

 The correlation criteria  are apply to evaluate the similarity between adjacent pixels of 

image. whenever the similarity is less,  then the correlation is approach to zero and the results  is 

appear randomly. From Table(3) and Figure (4), we can see that  results are closer to zero, the 

output image is a distorted image. So the algorithm which used to encrypt the image has non-linear 

features and immunity to different attacks like statistical attack. 

C. Key Space Analysis 

1. Exhaustive Key Search Test 
 Theoretically, the large key space lead to strength cipher and it's difficult to break by 

attackers specially brute force attacks, so one of the significant matter in encryption schemes is 

enlarge key space . In this paper, two levels of encryption are applied which  perform two processes 

permutation and diffusion, The key space (when we use same keys for different iterations (n) ) ). 

Then the key space = [(N2)!]. So the key space is very large and difficult to crack this algorithm 

when the final key space is equal to (permutation +diffusion) key space . 
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2. Key Sensitivity Test 

  One of the best factors to test the encryption algorithm is the sensitivity of  The key 

parameters so the encryption algorithm  is  good and difficult to break by attackers when its 

sensitive  to any change in the key parameters until if it a slight change. The attacker try to change 

the key parameters continually to get and reach the relationship between the plain and cipher image 

and reveal the secret key.to evaluate the sensitivity of this project, the same key parameters are used 

in the encryption and decryption side unless one slight change in positive parameter key (Kc=850)in 

encryption side and (Kc=851)in decryption side as shown in figure(5). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Clearly, From the above Figure the scheme is sensitive to any change in the secret keys 

which is refer to the critical features of scheme, also the practical results show its sensitive to any 

slight change in the  watermark image or the number of iterations. 

D.  Histogram or Statistic Characteristic of Images 

Image histogram is appear the statistical characteristics of image, color histogram is a representation 

of the distribution of colors in an image  which can directly reflect the correlation of the gray value 

and the frequency of the gray value in the image[19].  

As shown in figures (6), the plain image (The freedom square.bmp) and its relative corresponding 

cipher image are presented, their histograms are presented too. 

 

 

 

                         (A)                                                                         (B) 

                   (C)                                                                                (D)                  

Figure(5): (a) Plain watermarked image " Freedom square.bmp "; (b) cipher 

image; (c) decryption image with only one bit is  differ in standard map 

parameter kc = 851  and (d) decryption watermarked  image with same 

parameter(kc=850). 
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Clearly, the histograms are difference between Figure (6-A)and Figure(6-B). The distribution of 

pixel values in figure(6-A)is more uniform than Figure(6-B), therefore it hides the statistical 

attributes of the original image .As a result, it prevents the attackers to trace or estimate the original  

image.     

       

E. Imperceptibility 

 

To test the  quality of watermarking techniques,  Imperceptibility means that the perceived quality 

of the host image should not be distorted by the presence of the watermark. To measure the quality 

of a watermarked image, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is used. The PSNR (in dB) is 

defined as: 

 

 
 

The equation computes the maximum possible value using 8 bits plane. 
 

MAXf=2
8
-1=255    

 
Where:  m*n=size of original host image and watermarked image 

F(i,j) =pixel value of original host image 

g(i,j) = pixel value of watermarked image 
 

 larger PSNR value indicate high watermarked image quality, when the value under (30 

dB) indicate low quality (the noise added when the processed embedding and encryption)and the 

difference between the original image and extracted image is high.   

 

 

                                             (A)                                                                           (B) 

Figure(6): (A) Histogram of Freedom square image    (B) Histogram of cipher image for 

Freedom      square image 
 

…………..(4) 

  …………(5) 
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Table (4) shows the results of calculating  PSNR for some images. 

Images Karbala Uni. Cameraman Lena Airplane 

PSNR(dB) 37 37.4 36.5 36.5 

 

 From above table, the value of PSNR is greater than (30 dB), so the image extraction after 

watermark and encryption is acceptable. 

F. Capacity of watermark 

 

 It refers to the rate  of data which can be embedded into original image. The suggestion 

scheme  is adopted image watermarking in the spatial domain, so the average data that embedded is 

depend on the size of the image, generally is high capacity in comparison with frequency domain . 

8. Conclusions 

 Due to the widespread of internet that require the huge amount of multimedia content 

specially images. data security become very necessary to save the privacy of  these data,  

Sometimes The visual encryption may be not enough to protect these images.it not provides 

security after the content is decrypted Therefore joint digital watermarking with images encryption 

to satisfy the integration and achieve the security requirements, where digital watermarking is used 

to verify the authenticity or identity of its owner by embedding watermark in to the host image 

which used for copy right protection while the cryptography is used to verify the identity of the data 

receiver  by using secret keys. The experimental result show the system has high watermarking 

capacity , good imperceptibility (PSNR=37 dB), fast in processing time (0.5)second for two 

operations ,  high security because it has large key space, uniform histogram and the correlation 

coefficient approach to zero (0.00832). 
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